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PRESS RELEASE

Nice to know!
• For indoor use. 

• Material polypropylene.

• Packed in an envelope.

CAPPIES X
NYNKE TYNAGEL  
Thanks to interchangeable cappies, you can make your Edison the 
Petit or Mini your own. By using these lamps as a blank canvas, de-
signer Nynke Tynagel has given the cappies a whole new dimension. 

Here’s the story
Sometimes pure simplicity hits the spot. Other times you want that something extra. It’s why Edison the 
Petit and Edison the Mini have their own accessory line. With cappies in di� erent print patterns,
allowing you to make these table lamps your own. Easy to put on – and just as easy to remove.
Throwing a di� erent light on your day, every day. 

Cappies as a canvas 
Just like Fatboy, Nynke Tynagel has her own unique perspective on the 
world.  Nynke sees every object as a blank canvas – and thus an ideal 
opportunity to reinvent it. She wanted to meld the cappies with Edison 
the Petit and Mini to add more than just an extra layer. Her solution: 
create a background that’s the same color as the lamps and design 
structures that seem to emanate from the lamp itself. Basket weave 
looks like a woven cappie, Mikado places a subtle structure around the lamp
and Serpentine  converts it into an abstract 3D party. Very Nynke – and very Fatboy too. 

Long-term collaboration
The cappies signal the start of a long-term collaboration between Nynke Tynagel and Fatboy. For over 
twenty years, Nynke was co-owner of renowned design studio Studio Job. Since 2020 she has been running 
her own studio which gives her free rein with her unique visual ideas, in every possible way: from textiles 
to furniture to buildings. “There are many similarities between my vision and Fatboy’s,” insists Nynke. 
“We both strive for the ultimate combination of fun and serious quality. Together we arrive at designs 
that I would never make on my own. And that’s what e� ective collaboration is all about.”  
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